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APPENDIX A 

 
PO-20 Feature Detail Fields 

 

Feature Detail 
 
Resale and UNE-P (POTS and Centrex 21): 
 
CFN  
Validate the call forwarding TN 
 
CFNB 
Validate the call forwarding TN 
 
CFND 
Validate the call forwarding TN 
 
RCYC 
FID associated with a call forwarding don’t answer USOC that determines how many rings before the call 
forwards to the TN provided with the CFN or CFND FIDs. 
 
HLN (HLA Hot Line) 
FID associated with the USOC HLA (which is on our USOC list to validate.)  The Hot Line feature call forwards 
automatically to a pre-programmed number.  This TN is provided following the HLN FID.  The data provided in 
the Feature Detail section on the LSR will be validated against the HLN FID on the service order to determine 
whether the FID is present and the TN provided on the LSR with the FID is correct on the service order. 
 
LINK (HME CALL FORWARDING TO CELLULAR) 
FID associated with the USOC HME (which is on our USOC list to validate.)  The HME feature call forwards a 
call from the landline telephone number to a cellular telephone number.  The LINK FID, along with the PCS 
telephone number provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR, will be validated against the LINK FID on 
the service order to determine whether the FID is present and the telephone number provided on the LSR 
matches the telephone number on the service order.  
 
DES on DID MBB 
If the CLEC requests a DID voice mailbox the DID number will follow the FID DES on the LSR in the Feature 
Detail section and on the service order.  The DES FID along with the DID telephone number provided in the 
Feature Detail section on the LSR will be validated against the DES FID on the service order to determine 
whether the FID is present and the DID telephone number provided on the matches the telephone number on 
the service order. 
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TN on Custom Ring USOC (RGG1A etc.) 
We currently have 9 custom ring USOCs on our PO-20 USOC list.  Along with the custom ring USOC is the 
TN FID. The TN FID along with the custom ring telephone number provided in the Feature Detail section on 
the LSR will be validated against the TN FID on the service order to determine whether the FID is present and 
the custom ring telephone provided on the LSR with the FID is correct on the service order. (The validation 
would only apply if the USOC and FID were present in the Feature Detail section of the LSR.) 
 
CAS (If provided on LSR for SEA) 
Call Screening Code Assignment is a FID associated with the selective class of call feature (which is on our 
USOC list to validate.)  Along with the CAS FID is a two-digit number that indicates what type of screening is 
being requested.  The CAS FID along with a two-digit number is provided in the Feature Detail section on the 
LSR.  The PO-20 review will validate that the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and 
that the two-digit number matches the two-digit number provided on the LSR. 
 
WW (if provided on LSR for TFM) 
Working With is a FID associated with the transfer mailbox feature (which is on our USOC list to validate.)   
Along with the WW FID is a ten-digit number that indicates where the voice mailbox is located.  The WW FID 
along with the ten-digit number is provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR. The PO-20 review will 
validate that the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the ten-digit number 
matches the ten-digit number provided on the LSR. 
 
MBOA (if provided on LSR for VFN) 
Mailbox out-dial notification is a FID associated with the message notification feature (which is on our USOC 
list to validate.)  Along with the MBOA FID is a two-digit alphanumeric combination that indicates where the 
notification will be sent (i.e., identifies pager type.)  The MBOA FID along with the two-digit alphanumeric 
combination is provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR.  The PO-20 review will validate that the FID 
is floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the two-digit alphanumeric matches the two-
digit alphanumeric provided on the LSR. 
 
DES on VGT (if provided on LSR) 
Description is a FID associated with the scheduled greeting feature (which is on our USOC list to validate.)  
Along with the DES FID is a ten-digit telephone number that reflects the DID mailbox number. The DES FID 
along with the ten-digit telephone number is provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR.  The PO-20 
review will validate that the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the ten-digit 
telephone number matches the ten-digit telephone number provided on the LSR. 
 
WLT (WLS Warm Line) 
Warm line timeout is a FID associated with the warm line feature.  Along with the WLT FID is a one or two 
numeric value that indicates the number of seconds that must elapse before the DMS-100 switch sets up the 
connection for a warm line service number.  The WLT FID along with the one or two numeric value is provided 
in the Feature Detail section on the LSR.  The PO-20 review will validate that the FID is floated on the service 
order behind the feature USOC and that the one or two numeric value matches the one or two numeric value 
provided on the LSR. 
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FIDs associated with WFA (800 service line feature which is on our USOC list to validate): 
 

SIT (if provided on LSR for WFA) 
Special identifying telephone number is a FID associated with the 800 service line feature.  Along with 
the SIT FID is a ten-digit telephone number that reflects the 800, 888, 877, or 866 service line feature. 
The SIT FID along with the ten-digit telephone number is provided in the Feature Detail section on the 
LSR.  The PO-20 review will validate that the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature 
USOC and that the ten-digit telephone number matches the ten-digit telephone number provided on 
the LSR. 

 
SIS (if provided on LSR for WFA) 
Special Identifying Telephone Number Supplemental is a FID associated with the 800 service line 
feature. The SIS FID along with a one-digit number is provided in the Feature Detail section on the 
LSR.  The PO-20 review will validate that the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature 
USOC and that the one-digit number matches the one-digit number provided on the LSR. 

 
ELN (if provided on LSR for WFA) 
800 Service listed name is a FID associated with the 800 service line feature.  Along with the ELN FID 
is a listed name, which follows the format of a business name. The ELN FID along with the name is 
provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR.  The PO-20 review will validate that the FID is 
floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the name matches the name provided 
on the LSR. 
 
ELA (if provided on LSR for WFA) 
800 listed address is a FID associated with the 800 service line feature.  Along with the ELA FID is an 
address, which follows the format of a listed address plus LATA, State, and ZIP code. The ELA FID 
along with the address is provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR.  The PO-20 review will 
validate that the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the address 
matches the address provided on the LSR. 

 
AOS (if provided on LSR for WFA) 
Area of service is a FID associated with the 800 service line feature.  Along with the AOS FID are one 
to two alphanumeric characters and three numeric characters which represents LATA and AC of the 
address.  The AOS FID along with the additional characters are provided in the Feature Detail section 
on the LSR.  The PO-20 review will validate that the FID is floated on the service order behind the 
feature USOC and that the additional characters match the additional characters provided on the LSR. 
 
ALC (if provided on LSR for WFA) 
IntraLATA carrier is a FID associated with the 800 service line feature.  It indicates the IntraLATA 
carrier for the 800 service.  Along with the ALC FID is the three-digit code (OTC) for the IntraLATA 
carrier. The ALC FID along with the three-digit code is provided in the Feature Detail section on the 
LSR.  The PO-20 review will validate that the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature 
USOC and that the three-digit code matches the three-digit code provided on the LSR. 
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Resale and UNE-P Centrex 21 
 
FIDs associated with SO3, SO5, SFB, C2TAX (Electronic Business Set USOCs which are on our USOC 
list to validate): 
 
 

KEY (If provided on LSR for Electronic Business Set EBS USOCs) 
Key Designation (KEY number) is a FID associated with the Electronic Business Set feature.  Along 
with the KEY FID is a numeric value that indicates the key designated for different features or lines on 
the EBS. The KEY FID along with the numeric value is provided in the Feature Detail section on the 
LSR. The PO-20 review will validate that the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature 
USOC and that the numeric value matches the numeric value provided on the LSR. 
 
MADN (If provided on LSR for Electronic Business Set EBS USOCs) 
Multiple Appearance Directory Number Call Arrangement is a FID associated with the Electronic 
Business Set feature.  Along with the MADN FID is a set of alpha values that indicate the type, 
appearance and ring status desired for different features or lines on the EBS.  The KEY FID along with 
the alpha values is provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR.  The PO-20 review will validate 
that the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the alpha values match 
the alpha values provided on the LSR. 
 
ROL (If provided on LSR for Electronic Business Set EBS USOCs) 
Ring On Line is a FID associated with the Electronic Business Set feature.  Along with the ROL FID is 
an alpha value that indicates if the line will ring (Y or N).  The ROL FID along with the alpha value is 
provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR. The PO-20 review will validate that the FID is 
floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the alpha value matches the alpha 
value provided on the LSR. 
 
TTYD (If provided on LSR for C2TAX) 
Terminal Type is a FID associated with the adjunct module feature.  Along with the TTYD FID is a 4 
character alpha value based on customer equipment.  The TTYD FID along with the 4 character alpha 
value is provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR. The PO-20 review will validate that the FID 
is floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the 4 character alpha value matches 
the 4 character alpha value provided on the LSR. 
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FIDs associated with E3PPK (CALL PICK-UP feature which is on our USOC list to validate): 
 

CPG (If provided on LSR for E3PPK) 
Call Pickup Group is a FID associated with the CALL PICK-UP feature.  Along with the CPG FID is a 
1-3 digit numeric value that identifies the call pickup group.  The CPG FID along with the 1-3 digit 
numeric value is provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR. The PO-20 review will validate that 
the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the 1-3 digit numeric value 
matches the 1-3 digit numeric value provided on the LSR. 
 
CPUO (If provided on LSR for E3PPK) 
Call Pickup-Originating is a FID associated with the CALL PICK-UP feature.  Along with the CPUO FID 
is an alphanumeric value that identifies the call pickup group.  The CPUO FID along with the 
alphanumeric value is provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR. The PO-20 review will 
validate that the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the 
alphanumeric value matches alphanumeric value provided on the LSR. 
 
CPUT (If provided on LSR for E3PPK) 
Call Pickup-Terminating is a FID associated with the CALL PICK-UP feature.  Along with the CPUT 
FID is an alphanumeric value that identifies the call pickup group.  The CPUT FID along with the 
alphanumeric value is provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR. The PO-20 review will 
validate that the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the 
alphanumeric value matches alphanumeric value provided on the LSR. 

 
FIDs associated with GVJ, EZJ, GVZ, GV2, EVH, GVV (Speed Call feature USOCs that are on our USOC 
list to validate): 
 

SCG (If provided on LSR for Speed call USOCs) 
Speed Call Group is a FID associated with the Speed call feature.  Along with the SCG FID is a 7 digit 
numeric value that identifies the controller of the group.  The SCG FID along with the 7 digit numeric 
value is provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR. The PO-20 review will validate that the FID 
is floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the 7 digit numeric value matches 7 
digit numeric value provided on the LSR. 
 
CSL (If provided on LSR for Speed call USOCs) 
Change Speed Calling Group List is a FID associated with the Speed call feature.  Along with the CSL 
FID is a 2 digit numeric value that identifies the size of the group list.  The SCG FID along with the 7 
digit numeric value is provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR. The PO-20 review will 
validate that the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the 2 digit 
numeric value matches 2 digit numeric value provided on the LSR. 
 
SCF (If provided on LSR for Speed call USOCs) 
Speed Calling Feature Name is a FID associated with the Speed call feature.  Along with the SCF FID 
is an alphanumeric value that identifies the controller of the shared list.  The SCF FID along with the 
alphanumeric value is provided in the Feature Detail section on the LSR. The PO-20 review will 
validate that the FID is floated on the service order behind the feature USOC and that the 
alphanumeric value matches alphanumeric value provided on the LSR. 
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